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Abstract— To investigate fast human reaching movements
in 3D, we asked 11 right-handed persons to catch a tennis
ball while we tracked the movements of their arms. To ensure
consistent trajectories of the ball, we used a catapult to throw
the ball from three different positions. Tangential velocity
profiles of the hand were in general bell-shaped and hand
movements in 3D coincided with well known results for 2D
point-to-point movements such as minimum jerk theory or
the 2/3rd power law. Furthermore, two phases, consisting of
fast reaching and slower fine movements at the end of hand
placement could clearly be seen. The aim of this study was to
find a way to generate human-like (catching) trajectories for a
humanoid robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although there is an infinite number of possibilities to

move the hand from an initial position to an arbitrary final

position, arm movements performed by different humans

tend to be similar. For example Lacquaniti et al. [14]

investigated a power-law relationship between the tangential

velocity of the hand and the curvature of the trajectory,

such that the more the trajectory is curved, the lower the

velocity. It is furthermore known that unconstrained point-to-

point hand paths in planar Cartesian space are approximately

straight, with bell-shaped tangential velocity profiles [20],

[1], [6]. And a common basis for grasping is that the

gesture can be subdivided in a sequence of steps. These

steps include an initial fast movement towards the object;

then, when the hand is close to the object, a slow fine

movement occurs. At the same time, the hand is formed to

match the geometry of the object and is then closed around

it [9], [10]. Different attempts have been made to describe

and generate human movements according to computational

principles, most prominent being the minimum-jerk model

[6], minimum (commanded) torque change model [30], [21]

and minimum variance model [7]. See Todorov [29] for an

overview.

Based on this knowledge, our aim was to find a way to

generate human-like (catching) trajectories for a humanoid

robot that is already able to catch a ball, but does not, as yet,

imitate human-like trajectories [2]. The first robotic catching

in 3D reaches back to 1991 and was done by Hove and Slo-

tine [8]. They implemented a trajectory matching algorithm

on a cable-driven arm with four degrees of freedom and

three fingers. The trajectory-matching algorithm combined

an observer with a varying-strength filter, an error estimator,

and an initial motion algorithm with the aim to optimally

match the ball’s trajectory with the end-effector of the robot

arm. Riley and Atkeson [26] worked with a 30-degree of

freedom humanoid. They set out to generate human-like

behavior for virtual robots and humanoids. For ball catching

they used a look-up table of human catching trajectories in

combination with optimisation. Because their robot did not

have a hand, they caught the ball with a funnel; thus exact

orienting of the end-effector was not required for grasping.

Another approach to generate human-like trajectories is to

teach the robot via teleoperation, as successfully realized

by Campbell et al. [3]. Here we set out to further identify

characteristics of human catching movements, in the context

of current theories of human motor control. In the following

we review those theories and then relate them to the catching

trajectories measured for a group of human subjects.

A. Models

Minimum Torque Change Model

The minimum torque change model postulates that move-

ment dynamics should be optimized so as to minimize the

time derivative of joint torque

CT =
1

2

∫ tf

0

n∑
i=1

(
dzi
dt

)2

dt (1)

were zi is the torque on the i-th muscle and n the number

of muscles. To compute the optimal trajectory, the dynamics

equation of the musculoskeletal system must first be speci-

fied, which is difficult [30], [12].

Minimum Variance Model

Harris and Wolpert [7] assumed that the neural control

signals are corrupted by noise whose variance increases

with the size of the control signal and further proposed that

in the presence of such signal-dependent noise, the shape

of a trajectory is selected to minimize the variance of the

final arm position. Under this model the cost function to

be minimized across repeated movements is the positional

variance summed over the post-movement period.

Minimum Jerk Model

In contrast to the above, the minimum-jerk hypothesis

is a kinematic model, independent of the dynamics of the

musculoskeletal system. Flash and Hogan [6] hypothesized

that arm movements are planned in external, that is

Cartesian, space and rely on an optimisation of the

jerk of the hand’s trajectory. Jerk is the rate of change

of acceleration, hence the third derivation of position.

According to Flash and Hogan, in order to describe a

point-to-point movement in a given time frame tf in 2D,

the objective function to be minimised is the time integral
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of the square of the magnitude of jerk:

Cj =
1

2

∫ tf

0

((
d3x

dt3

)2

+

(
d3y

dt3

)2
)
dt. (2)

Assuming zero initial and final velocity and acceleration, this

can be simplified to:

x(t) = x0 + (x0 − xf )(15ε
4 − 6ε5 − 10ε3)

y(t) = y0 + (y0 − yf )(15ε
4 − 6ε5 − 10ε3) (3)

where x0 and y0 are the coordinates for the initial hand

position (t = 0), xf and yf for the final hand position

(t = tf ) and ε = t/tf .

For 2D point to point movements, all three of these models

predict trajectories that are very similar to those gathered in

experiments with humans. This similarity of the approaches

allows us, to concentrate on the minimum jerk model for

matching our recorded data. This decision was made be-

cause although generalisation to the other models is straight-

forward, they are computationally more complex. For ease of

calculation of human-like trajectories for a humanoid robot in

realtime, minimum jerk complies best with the requirements.

We will therefore concentrate on the minimum-jerk approach

to model and predict human wrist movements in 3D. In

the following we tracked hand trajectories of 11 subjects

during single-handed catching and compared these data with

trajectories generated with help of the minimum jerk model.

B. Human Ball Catching

Human ball catching is an excellent task for studying

movements in three-dimensional space, because a defined

start and end point can be seen and it is a natural movement

with a time constraint. Many experiments have investigated

human ball catching, but most of them considered only catch-

ing in 2D. For example, Kajikawa et al. [11] investigated

differences between human hand trajectories depending on

the fragility object to be caught. A robust object is caught

after the catcher’s hand reaches the interception point (IP).

To catch a fragile object, the catching movement is divided

in four phases: 1) straight approach to the object, 2) reversing

the hand movement, 3) accelerating the hand to reduce the

velocity error, 4) positioning the hand at the object and

tracking it. This is done to reduce the impact of the fragile

object in order to catch it without any damage. Others, like

McIntyre et. al [18] and Senot et al. [28], have concentrated

more on when the ball is to be caught, taking into account the

influence of gravity on the target. Savelsbergh and colleagues

have studied the predictive control of the hand by occluding

the sight of the catcher for certain time frames [27], thus

looking at the effect of varying temporal constraints on the

organization of the ongoing movement [17], while Land et

al. [13] have studied the sensory information used to drive

the interceptive response by tracking the eyes of batsmen

while hitting a fast bowler’s ball in cricket. Dessing et al.

[4] observed in their experiments that, even if the initial

hand position of the human is the same as the predicted

interception point, catchers typically first move their hand

away from this position and then back again. They concluded

that lateral hand movements in catching are influenced by

prospective control tied to the ball’s approach direction,

instead of the prediction of its interception point.

Experiments in three dimensions are less common. Here

studies have been carried out in large volumes, such as

catching in baseball games [13], thus studying the strategies

by which subject run to a location where the ball can be

caught.

II. METHODS

To examine human movements during catching, 11 right-

handed healthy subjects were tracked while catching a tennis

ball. They were aged between 23 and 32, two of them female,

with heights ranging from 161 to 193 cm.

To ensure equal trajectories of the ball, a catapult was

used to throw the ball from three different, randomly varying

positions. The catcher was instructed to catch with the right

hand only and to always place the hand at the same initial

position (that is at his/her leg). He/she was instructed not to

step forward or bend the knees. We wished to understand

the subject’s movement strategy based on on-line visual

information about the ball’s trajectory. Thus, they were not

allowed to practice the task. Furthermore, to avoid the catcher

getting used to the trajectory of the ball and in consequence

optimise the catching strategy, the speed of the tennis ball

throws varied in random order. A screen was fixed in front of

the catapult to prevent the catcher from seeing how much the

catapult was preloaded, thus preventing an a priori estimate

of what the ball’s velocity would be. The ball became visible

to the catcher shortly after it left the catapult.

The experimental setup is shown in figure 1. The position

of the catcher was marked at the floor. To reduce the

occlusion of markers three cameras were used, consisting

of the Stereo Camera System smARTtrack (cam1 and cam2)

and a third camera, ARTtrack2 (cam3). The smARTtrack was

positioned at the right hand side in front of the catcher and

the ARTtrack2 was positioned at the right hand side behind

the catcher. Tracking frequency was 60 Hz. A video camera

was placed to the left of the catcher. The origin of the room

coordinate system was defined as the tip of the left foot of

the catcher. The x-axis points in the direction of the catapult,

y-axis to the right and z-axis upward. Elbow and wrist of the

catcher were each equipped with a cluster of 4 markers, while

a single marker was positioned at the catcher’s shoulder. The

ball was equipped with nine flat markers, to ensure that at

least one marker was seen from the cameras for every time

step. The measurement accuracy of the ball was thus 6.5cm

due to its diameter. The catapult was placed 3.60m in front

of the catcher and changed between three different positions

during the experiment. These positions were chosen exactly

in front of the catcher (pos1), to the right (pos2) and to the

far right (pos3).

Data analysis

In total, every catcher executed 40 trials, 21 of which had

the same speed of the ball and were thus analyzed. Throws
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup from above. Cameras are located at the ceiling.
X direction is in direction of the flying ball, y direction is in the frontal
plane of the subject, z direction is height

with other speeds were either to slow or to fast to allow

accurate catching. A total of 231 data sets were collected, 177

of which were usable while 54 contained too few data points

due to occlusions. Hand and ball trajectories were plotted in

3D and in 2D over time (see figure 2). Hand trajectories were

numerically differentiated to calculate movement speed and

acceleration of the hand. The video sequences of the hand

were used to investigate the interception point (IP), that is

the point in time when the ball was caught. A 3D extension

to the 2D minimum jerk model introduced above has been

developed (see appendix for details) to compare with the

natural human catching movements.

III. RESULTS

As described for movements in 2D [6], the movements for

ball catching in 3D were quite smooth, as shown in Figure 2.

The trajectories were quite similar for each individual catcher

but they differed from catcher to catcher. Ten persons out

of eleven produced similar trajectories for every trial, one

person produced quite different movements from trial to trial.

Additionally to analysis of the video tapes, the IP can

be estimated in the plots from the ball’s trajectory and the

hand trajectory. One can see there happens to be a point of

minimal velocity (PMV) before the IP. Tangential velocity

profiles showed a distinct PMV for 151 of 177 trials and

were in general bell-shaped up until this point. As seen in

Figure 2, PMV almost always occurred before interception;

only in 4 trials did PMV and IP take place at the same time.

Mean duration from PMV to IP was 0.06 seconds. Dis-

tance from PMV to IP varied from 10 to 88 mm. In the 87

trials where we could measure the hand trajectory between

PMV and IP, (the others being excluded due to occlusions)

we observed that the 3D trajectories following PMV looked

quite different for every catcher. Three different strategies

could be seen for this phase of the catching movement:

• go towards the ball on its trajectory

• follow the trajectory of the ball downwards

• do some kind of sidewards (correction) movement

Most catchers executed the same strategy in this respect

every time, but two performed markedly different movements

for the different catapult positions.
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Fig. 2. Example of data of the catching movement for one person. Marked
are the point of minimal velocity (PMV or rather tvmin) and the point of
maximal velocity (tvmax). X direction is in direction of the flying ball, y
direction is in the frontal plane of the subject, z direction is height. Due to
the fact, that the diameter of the ball is about 6.5cm, markers vary a bit in
y direction

Minimum jerk in 3D

Minimum jerk for point-to-point movements predicts a

straight-line movement when the boundary conditions are

such that initial and final velocity and acceleration are zero.

Due to the non-zero velocity and acceleration at PMV, the

generated minimum jerk trajectories may be curved. We

calculated 3D minimum jerk trajectories only for the first part

of the movement (start to PMV), the movement from PMV

to IP being too short to provide a meaningful comparison

between model and data. Velocity and acceleration of the

hand were estimated for the start of the movement and the

point of minimal velocity (PMV). Minimum jerk trajectories

were then calculated for each trial, using these constraints,

and plotted against their respective measured data.

To judge the quality of fitting, the residual error was

computed as area between the human hand trajectory and

minimum jerk trajectory. In 74 % of the trials, minimum

jerk fitting was judged to be adequate, meaning that the

integrated error was smaller than 0.005 m2. This threshold

was chosen from visual inspection of the results where a
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clear cut between errors smaller than 0.005 m2 or larger

than 0.007 m2 was observed.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of minimum jerk generated trajectory (line) and real
hand movements (dashed)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of minimum jerk generated trajectory (line) and real
hand velocities (dashed)

IV. DISCUSSION

Proposals for catching strategies can be divided into two

broad classes: predictive and prospective [31]. Predictive

strategies assume that the catcher computes an a priori
estimate of where the ball will go, selects an interception

point along the ball’s trajectory and then plans and executes

a movement of the arm so as to place the hand at the selected

interception point at the right time. The predicted intercep-

tion point may be updated over time as new information

about the target’s trajectory is acquired, but the predictive

strategy basically assumes that the movement has a defined

endpoint that is computed some finite time before the arrival

of the ball or the hand at that interception point.

Prospective strategies are, on the other hand, based on real-

time calculations of how to direct the hand in such a way that

it should intercept the ball at some time in the future, without

any advance estimate of where the interception will occur

[31]. A simple example of such a law is used in boating.

If, while standing on one ship one observes another ship on
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Fig. 5. Comparison of minimum jerk generated trajectory (line) and real
hand trajectory (dots) in 3D

the horizon at a particular azimuth with respect the current

heading, and if after a period of time in which the boats

move forward along constant heading the azimuth remains

the same, one can be assured that the two boats are on

a collision course. To intercept the ball in a soccer match

one could run forward while adjusting the speed such that

the azimuth of the ball with respect to the player remains

constant [5]. Similar strategies can be used to run forward

or backwards on the playing field to catch a fly ball [16].

A cogent example is the work of Peper et al. [24] in which

a control law that depends on the estimated time-to-contact

(TTC) and the instantaneous difference between the hand and

the target’s positions are used to determine the instantaneous

velocity of the hand. By following this law, the hand will be

progressively driven along a path that assures interception.

The observation of a well-defined PMV, in most cases,

is in line with the two-phase movements described by

Jeannerod [9] for reaching and grasping, applied here to

the dynamical case of moving to intercept a moving target.

The catcher would initiate a movement that is largely pre-

programmed to a position close to the desired interception

point. The subject could then switch to a more prospective,

feedback-based control law [23] to drive the second phase

of the movement so as to correct for errors in the estimated

trajectory of the ball or to satisfy additional constraints such

as minimizing the relative velocity between the ball and the

hand. Note that the initial transport phase of the movement

need not be fully terminated before the second movement

phase is initiated. Thus, the hand velocity need not fall

to zero between movement phases. The observed non-zero

PMV is consistent with the superposition of two component

sub-movements that overlap in time [22], [15].

The bell-shaped velocity profile up to the PMV argues

for a predictive mechanism in the programming of the initial

movement. Movement reversal have been observed for a par-

ticular prospective strategy when applied to oblique move-

ments [19], but for the straight-on ball movements used here

a purely prospective strategy should produce a monotonic

trajectory of the hand until it reaches the interception point.

Deceleration of the hand also differentiates the observed
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human behavior from the interception strategy implemented

by Hove and Slotine[8] in which the robot was programmed

to try and match the velocity of the flying object; since the

flying ball accelerates under the influence of gravity, velocity

of the hand would, under that strategy, continually increase

until the catch is made. A predictive strategy that drives the

hand toward a predetermined interception point, coupled with

a subsequent corrective movement, is much more consistent

with the point of minimal velocities reported here.
The fact that the initial movement follows the minimum

jerk criteria is further evidence, since this would mean

that initial movement is programmed according to the same

laws that govern other point-to-point movements [6], [14],

although dynamical optimisation cannot be discounted as

well [21]. In this respect, the catching movements that we

observed reflect the principles adopted by Riley et al. [25]

for their humanoid robot, but they state that their interception

point was gradually updated as new visual information comes

available. Thus, one would not expect their algorithm to

produce the PMV and second movement component that

we observed here. The nature of the second sub-movement

(predictive or prospective) is less well defined by the results

of this experiment, but the predictive nature of the first

movement seems quite clear. The different directions of

hand movements during PMV and IP suggest two possible

interpretations of what the catcher does after PMV. On

the one hand, he or she could either estimate the IP at

the very beginning of the throw (as described in [13]),

go there as accurately as possible and then look at the

ball again to perform a corrective movement to the true

interception point. Alternatively, one might move rapidly to

PMV and then attempt to follow the ball in order to match its

velocity, similarly to what has been observed when catching

fragile objects [11]. In our experiments, this strategy may be

intended to reduce the impact of the ball hitting the hand,

rather of saving a fragile object.
In summary, kinematic analysis suggests that humans use

predictive strategies to catch a ball, coupled with a final,

corrective sub-movement just prior to contact, applying rules

similar to those used for point-to-point and reach-to-grasp

movements of the hand. Refining robotic control strategies to

reflect these observations could lead to a better understanding

of the human behavior, and perhaps more robust robot

performance.
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APPENDIX

Based on equation (2) the cost function for minimum jerk

in 3D can be written as

Cj =
1

2

∫ tf

0

((
d3x

dt3

)2

+

(
d3y

dt3

)2

+

(
d3z

dt3

)2
)
dt. (4)

But unlike Flash’s and Hogan’s [6] boundary conditions

that set velocity and acceleration to zero at the end of the

movement, they are not zero at the point of minimal velocity

(PMV). Hence Equation (3) is not a solution in this case. The

general solution of the cost function is a polynomial of fifth

order for each dimension. For X this gives:

x(t) = a0 + a1t+ a2t2 + a3t3 + a4t4 + a5t5 (5)

The coefficients of this polynomial are calculated with re-

spect to the initial and final position, velocity and accelera-

tion in x, y and z. For initial conditions in x, x0, ẋ0 and ẍ0

and final conditions xtf , ẋtf and ẍtf , one gets:

a0 = x0

a1 = ẋ0

a2 =
1

2
ẍ0

a3 = −10

d3
x0 − 6

d2
ẋ0 − 3

2d
ẍ0 +

10

d3
xtf −

4

d2
ẋtf +

1

2d
ẍtf

a4 =
15

d4
x0 +

8

d3
ẋ0 +

3

2d2
ẍ0 − 15

d4
xtf +

7

d3
ẋtf −

1

d2
ẍtf

a5 = − 6

d5
x0 − 3

d4
ẋ0 − 1

2d3
ẍ0 +

6

d5
xtf −

3

d4
ẋtf +

1

2d3
ẍtf

(6)

where d is the duration of the movement from start to PMV.

The same equations apply to Y and Z.
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